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Hancco family in Cusco, Peru: a typical organic
operaDon conserving over 200 landraces of potato at
4,200 meters of alDtude: tradiDonal, non-cerDﬁed,
supplying high-end restaurants.

Agroecology versus Organic?
Many proponents of agroecology think that organic is based on subsDtuDon of inputs.
While this may be true in many cases, it is also a reality that many pracDDoners of
agroecology, lacking deﬁned standards, use substances that are prohibited in organic
farming. Moreover, agroecological producers generally sell their products in organic
markets and beneﬁt from policies advocated by the organic movement.
In many places agroecology and organic are seen as synonyms.
Smallholder posiDon paper: IFOAM regards organic agriculture based on the scien;ﬁc
discipline of agroecology as the most appropriate way to achieve ecological,
agronomic and socio-economic intensiﬁcaDon of smallholder agriculture
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Peruvian gastronomic movement
Over the last decade, gastronomy has become a major social movement in Peru, originally based on top
restaurants in the capital but slowly moving to raise awareness on our food and biodiversity.
Even though this movement is not originally linked to the organic movement, there are many
connecDons. For instance, without the inﬂuence of gastronomic leaders it would have been impossible
to achieve the 10-year moratorium on GMOs in 2011.
Lately, gastronomic leaders have become very engaged in campaigning for more nutriDous food habits.
Mistura, the largest gastronomic and farm show in LaDn America, has become the leading brand in Peru.
Even though we cannot speak of a formal OFS (organic food system) in Peru, there are many elements
that push organic forward without calling it organic: biodiversity, smallholders, gastronomy and
nutri;on.
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Limita;ons of the food system approach when looking into the agroecological intensiﬁca;on of
smallholder agriculture, the conserva;on of biodiversity, the reduc;on of poverty and the need
to achieve beHer nutri;on for all:
• Individualism: lack of proper collecDve acDon at all levels limits the possibility of scaling up. This
is not only a problem of smallholders, but also of rural service providers, industries, the
gastronomic sector and consumers at large.
• The boundaries of the system are not always clear, which limits the eﬀecDveness of policies.
• Actors not considered to be part of an organic food system have high inﬂuence on the
outcomes of the system: for instance, large processing companies.
• While the system funcDons over Dme, some of the leading actors have a short life within the
system, like policy makers, which does not favor conDnuity of policies that, by deﬁniDon, need a
longer Dme to get established and funcDon properly.
• Quite oben the system might be a theore;cal construc;on but not a reality. For instance,
consumers might purchase organic products both from smallholder and from large scale organic
operaDons. These operaDons only have in common the fact that they are organic, but the
socioeconomic realiDes very oben go in opposite direcDons.
• In most developing countries organic farming is aimed at foreign markets: how do we
conceptualize a system when key actors are far away? Can an organic food system rely on
wealthy consumers in the North and not pay enough adenDon to poorer consumers at home?

